
SOP Sizes
SOP sizes or standard operating procedure sizes are crucial to understanding to ensure
you choose the right and compatible dimensions for your company planning. Every paper
size has various roles and purposes, leading to the necessity of understanding them.

SOP Sizes Standard

US Letter Size

The US Letter size measures 8.5 × 11 inches or 215.9 × 279.4 mm and is the most popular
among standard paper sizes. This paper size is the right size for distributing in standard
operating procedure meetings that showcases critical elements and is easy to hold.

A4 Size

The A4 size has dimensions of 8.3 × 11.7 inches or 210 × 297 mm and is common in
creating marketing and documentation sheets. Most individuals prefer A4 because of its
space for sections, tables, layouts, and infographics, which is best for standard operating
procedures.



US Legal Size

The US Legal size is slightly taller than the Letter size as it measures 8.5 × 14 inches or
216 × 356mm. It is best for standard operating procedures that have a vertical format or
have multiple sections going down, leading SOP developers to showcase more and not
worry about the space.

SOP Sizes for Print

US Letter Size

The printing industry has a standard and usual size they use to generate and print their
documents which is the US Letter sizing 8.5 × 11 inches or 215.9 × 279.4 mm. Since this
paper size is considered standard and common, it is called the formal size among
professionals.

US Legal Size

The US Legal size has a measurement of 8.5 × 14 inches or 216 × 356 mm. Unlike the US
Letter size, this is taller and is used for documents with longer text or infographics such as
the company management table. It holds its purposes and role in the business industry.

Tabloid Size

The tabloid size comes with dimensions of 11 × 17 inches or  279.4 × 431.8 mm, and this
paper size is crucial in most firms. Employees print tabloids to be a poster on the wall to
announce and display SOP, enabling other employees to know and be oriented.





SOP Sizes for Microsoft Word

As we all know, Microsoft Word is one of the most popular digital documenting tools people
love to use for their work. Microsoft Word default size paper is the US Letter with the size of
8.5 × 11 inches or 215.9 × 279.4 mm that people usually use.



SOP Sizes for Apple Pages

The default size of Apple Pages is letter 8.5 × 11 inches or 215.9 × 279.4 mm. However,
they allow you to resize and choose your preferred ratio or dimension.



SOP Sizes for Google Docs

Since Letter (8.5 × 11 inches or 215.9 × 279.4 mm) is the famous standard size, Google
Docs uses them as the default paper size. Of course, as all digital documenting tools do,
they also provide custom sizes where you can resize the paper depending on your
preferences.



SOP Sizes FAQs

What is an ideal size for an SOP document?

The ideal size or dimensions for SOP documents is US Letter size (8.5 × 11 inches) as it is
the formal paper size to hand out to employees.

What are the formats for SOP?

There are three most used formats in SOP, namely step-by-step, hierarchical steps, and
flowcharts.

How do you scale your business using SOP?

You can use SOP or standard operating procedures to scale your business since it helps
you determine your business system by doing repetitive tasks from your SOP.

What is the categorization of an SOP document?

The professional industry uses various categories of SOP documents, including
step-by-step formats, hierarchical steps structures, and flowcharts.

What kinds of metrics are used for SOP?

Metrics used to scale standard operating procedures are charts, graphs, or diagrams to
track process, effectiveness, and results.

How many pages should an SOP be?

The right length of standard operating procedures is mostly 50 or 70 pages to completely
present analysis, policies, and plans.



What should be the length of SOP?

Standard operating procedures, given presents detailed procedures and instructions,
usually reach 50 or 70 pages.

What is the font size for the SOP?

The standard operating procedures should be concise and transparent with times new
roman font style, font size of 12, and 1.5 space between lines.

What are the limits for SOP?

The only limitation or disadvantage of a developing standard operating procedure is that it
has too much paperwork, given that it provides outlines of multiple procedures and
descriptions of every movement, leading to numerous forms.

How do you prepare billing SOP?

Before generating or developing an invoice or other billing documents, it is important to
have standard operating procedures to create effective procedures and discuss them with
your team to ensure accurate and professional invoicing, resulting in satisfied customers.

What are the dimensions of SOP?

The standard dimensions of standard operating procedures are US Letter (8.5 × 11 inches),
A4 (8.3 × 11.7 inches), US Legal (8.5 × 14 inches), and digital documents are 2550 pixels
wide and 3300 pixels tall.

What are the uses of SOP in a project?

Standard operating procedures help multiple industries such as corporate employees and
students discuss, gather data, generate plans, and develop effective procedures to reach
their development and school projects successfully.



How long should an SOP be?

A standard operating procedure is a descriptive and elaborative plan with graphs, diagrams,
and notes that are usually lengthy most SOP reach 50-70 pages maximum.

What are the qualities of good SOP?

You can determine and identify a good quality standard operating procedure if it has good
visual appeal and aesthetics, shows uniform formats, includes relevant interlinked
documents, easy-to-navigate, and is responsive.

How do you evaluate an SOP?

You can evaluate a standard operating procedure by reviewing and reading every element
such as the title, procedures, assigned employees, etc., and include other individuals to
also check the SOP contents if it is practical and fair.

Why is SOP advantageous?

Projects and activities have goals that require standard operating procedures as they assist
in generating effective action plans that enhance financial management, employee
administration, and overall performance, leading to reaching objectives.


